Novel mutations in CACNA1F and NYX in Dutch families with X-linked congenital stationary night blindness.
To describe the clinical features and genetic analysis of eight X-linked congenital stationary night blindness (XLCSNB) Dutch patients. Electroretinogram (ERG) measurements were assessed in Dutch patients. Molecular genetic testing by denaturing high performance liquid chromatography (DHPLC), single stranded conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis, and direct sequencing of the CACNA1F and NYX genes were performed in the patients possessing a negative Schubert Bornschein ERG. Molecular genetic testing of CACNA1F and NYX revealed three novel and two known CACNA1F sequence variants as well as two novel sequence alterations in the NYX gene. While one of the CACNA1F sequence variants (5756G>A, R1919H) has been previously described as a common polymorphism in Japanese families, we did not found this transition in 100 European control alleles. In a pool of eight diagnosed XLCSNB patients, five showed a sequence variation in the CACNA1F and two in the NYX gene. In only one of the eight patients no sequence alteration could be detected. This might be explained by a mutation in other, as yet unidentified coding or regulatory sequences of NYX or CACNA1F or additional genes.